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Synopsis
A visualization technique (MOCHA) was developed to facilitate intracranial artery review using 3D Magnetic Resonance
vessel wall imaging. Multiple intracranial MR scans, either from multiple contrasts or timepoints, are registered, then the
artery of interest is traced and straightened using multiplanar reformation. Scans of 15 subjects with intracranial
atherosclerosis were reviewed using MOCHA by a novice reader, with the traditional review method as comparison. The
results showed higher sensitivity for plaque identification and higher accuracy for quantifying plaque features with
MOCHA. MOCHA is promising for artery reviews using multiple scans, such as identifying plaque components and
monitoring vessel wall thickening.

Introduction
Atherosclerosis is one of the leading causes of transient or permanent cerebral ischemic events, and can present with severe
luminal narrowing or less stenotic unstable lesions due to arterial remodeling. A high rate of stroke related mortality occurs in Asian
countries (1), but pathological evidence of intracranial atherosclerosis is also shown in 80–97% of the European population by the
age of 65 years (2). 
MRI with multiple contrast weightings and multiple timepoints are useful in plaque compositional analysis and plaque progression
monitoring. The traditional review of locating the same plaque from multiple scans or timepoints then quantifying plaques through a
fixed view angle is neither convenient nor reliable, thus not likely to be used in the clinical setting. 
Due to the slightly different scanning orientations and possibly different scanning resolutions, reliable registrations of all the contrast
weighted images in multiple timepoints to the same artery region are critical for vessel wall review. However, registration is not easily
achievable due to the imaging resolution, various signal patterns of different weighted images, and the tortuous structure of arteries,
especially for intracranial arteries. 
Multiplanar reformation (MPR) of arteries, considered as straightening the artery along its centerline, has been used in clinical
reading and reported to be beneficial for coronary and renal artery stenosis detection (3,4). MPR view incorporates neighboring
information along the artery centerline and is better suited for plaque identification in a long tortuous intracranial artery.  
Therefore, we developed and validated a semi-automated visualization technique (Multi-planar, multi-contrast and multi-timepoint
view for artery characterization, MOCHA) for plaque identification and measurement, including the critical steps of multi-contrast
weighted or timepoint registration and MPR reformation, which is streamlined for clinical use.

Methods
MOCHA includes three components: multi-contrast and multi-timepoint registration, artery tracing, MPR generation. 
Registration: Images of different resolutions were resampled into the same isotropic resolution. Then images of different contrasts
were registered using mutual information as the similarity metric. It was previously shown that the method is robust for registering
pairs of scans from different timepoints but the same contrast, and any pairs of contrasts among black blood vessel wall images
such as T1, contrast enhanced T1, T2, proton density, and MR angiography (MRA) sequences such as Time-of-Flight (ToF) and
Simultaneous Noncontrast Angiography and intraPlaque hemorrhage (SNAP) (5). 
Artery tracing: An automatic artery tracing method was used to accurately identify artery centerlines from MRA (6). A human
reviewer can edit the automatically generated centerlines to correct mistakes with a graphical user interface. 
MPR generation: After registration, coordinates of the centerline can be used to interpolate in different scans for MPR images,
which can be considered as stacked profiles of cross-sectional images along the centerline with a gap of 1 pixel. Rotation of profiles
in each cross-sectional image leads to rotated MPR views for comprehensive display of the artery. An illustration for rotated MPR is
shown in Figure 1.
Validation: Scans from fifteen subjects with known intracranial plaques were used to validate MOCHA for intracranial review. A
qualified radiologist but with limited vessel wall review experience (6 months) identified all plaque locations, and measured the
maximum wall thickness and the corresponding lumen diameter at the cross-sectional slice with maximum thickening of each plaque
using MOCHA, in addition to the traditional review. The measurements were performed using the RadiAnt DICOM Viewer (Meixant,
Poznan, Poland), shown in Figure 4. The two reviews were performed with a gap of three weeks for washout. The consensus review
results from two experienced reviewers, both with more than 5 years of vessel wall review experience were used as the ground
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truth. Sensitivity and Positive Predictive Value (PPV) for lesion identification, plaque measurement agreements (represented from
intraclass coefficient [ICC], and coefficient of variation [CV]) were used to evaluate the review performance.

Results
Two sets of generated MPR and cross-sectional views from four contrast weighted images in a single and three timepoints of an
intracranial artery is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
The review performance comparison for intracranial plaques using MOCHA and the traditional method is shown in TABLE 1. Review
using MOCHA shows a slightly higher sensitivity for plaque identification but lower PPV, and better plaque measurement
agreements with ground truth.

Discussion
Through registration, tracing and MPR reformation, MOCHA is able to display the structures of tortuous arteries in straight lines,
which allows easier interpretation of arteries and the plaques on the vessel wall. The automated artery tracing as well as the robust
registration method capable of registering images of different resolutions and contrast weightings is essential to MOCHA. The review
results show that the technique is reliable for intracranial artery review, whereas the traditional review suffers from the need for
frequent changes in viewpoint orientation.

Conclusion
MOCHA is a useful tool for semi-automated registration, tracing and MPR reformation for plaque review of multiple contrast
weighted and/or timepoints scans, especially in tortuous arteries.
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Figure 1 Illustration of MPR generation (a) Maximum intensity projection (MIP) of intracranial MRA. The artery of interest is shown
with the dotted blue line. (b) Series of cross-sectional planes along the selected artery centerline with a gap of 1 pixel. Profiles of
colors indicate different angles. (c) MPR images generated at different angles of view. Multiple profiles at a certain angle from
consecutive cross-sectional images stack together vertically to form the MPR images.

Figure 2 MOCHA for intracranial artery. (a) MIP of intracranial MRA. Centerlines (blue) generated from artery tracing in a region of
interest, and the selected one for analysis is shown with the dotted blue line. (b) Centerline (blue line) shown in MPR with the red
cross indicating the plaque location. (c) MPR for the registered sequences. 101: T1 VISTA, 104: ToF MRA, 105: contrast enhanced
T1 VISTA, 109: SNAP (d) Cross-sectional images of the plaque highlighted in the MPR views (red cross).

TABLE 1 Review results for intracranial lesion identification and measurement using MOCHA and the traditional method.
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Figure 3 Intracranial artery of four contrast weighted with three timepoints. 101: T1 VISTA, 104: ToF MRA, 105: contrast enhanced
T1 VISTA, 109: SNAP

Figure 4 Plaque feature measurements using RadiAnt DICOM Viewer (Meixant, Poznan, Poland) during review. (a) Cross-sectional
image patch of a plaque. (b) Measurement of maximum wall thickness by dragging a green line. (c) Measurement of lumen diameter
by dragging a red line.
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